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QUICK FACTS

CDE
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TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COST
$17,700,000
FWNMRF ALLOCATION
$8,000,000
LOCATION
3320 N Clinton Street
Fort Wayne, IN
NMTC CONSULTANT
taxadvantagegroup, llc
PROJECT SPONSOR
Turnstone Center
SQUARE FOOTAGE
125,000
LEVERAGED LENDER
Turnstone Leverage Lender, LLC
NMTC INVESTOR
PNC New Markets Investment
Partners, LLC
PERMANENT JOBS
27 direct
CONSTRUCTION JOBS
50 direct
TARGETED DISTRESS
MFI: 69.8%
State EZ
FINANCING COMPLETE
April 2015

For more information contact: 
Tammy C. Propst | 864.271.2737
tpropst@taxadvantagegroup.com

Background

FORT WAYNE, IN

The New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program permits taxpayers to receive a credit against federal
income taxes for making Qualified Equity Investments (QEIs) in designated Community Development
Entities (CDEs). Substantially all of the QEIs must in turn be used by the CDE to provide investments
in Low-Income Communities (LICs).
The credit provided to the investor totals 39 percent of the cost of the investment and is claimed over
the seven-year credit allowance period. Investors may not redeem their investments in CDEs prior
to the conclusion of the seven-year period. The NMTC program provides financing availability for
projects in underserved geographic areas and with extremely favorable terms for businesses and real
estate developers or owners. The result of these investments fulfills financing gaps for projects to be
completed, and it allows projects to be enhanced with community-oriented components, which
generate measurable community impacts.

Project
Turnstone Center for Children and Adults with Disabilities, Inc. (Turnstone Center) is northeast Indiana’s only not-for-profit organization that provides a full range of rehabilitative, wellness, athletic and
recreational programs and facilities to persons with disabilities and their families. Since 1943, Turnstone Center has continually evolved and expanded to respond to the needs and desires of the people it
serves -- a population whose needs are underserved and often neglected. Each year, Turnstone Center
serves approximately 2,100 children and adults through childcare, preschool, adult day services,
and speech, fitness, physical, occupational, and aquatics therapy (over 78,000 hours annually). They
also loan equipment, such as walkers and wheelchairs, at no charge and over 95 percent of all clients
receive services at a reduced rate. Turnstone Center is the only organization in northeast Indiana that
provides therapeutic services on a sliding fee scale to persons with physical disabilities.
This NMTC project, called “Turnstone of Tomorrow,” includes a 125,000 sq. ft. addition named the
Plassman Athletic Center for expanded sports, recreation, and wellness programming. At the heart of
the addition is a new 65,000-sq.-ft. field house complete with four collegiate-sized basketball courts; a
230-meter six-lane track; a fitness center that doubles its current capacity; a warm water therapy pool
with zero-depth entry, chair lift, transfer wall and stairs; fully accessible bathrooms, locker rooms and
showers; and administrative offices. Once complete, Turnstone of Tomorrow will enable Turnstone
Center to serve 2,750 total people per year, a 30 percent increase. Not only does this provide countless
more opportunities for people with disabilities, it makes significant strides in positioning Turnstone
Center as the nation’s gold standard for empowering individuals with disabilities.

The Financing
Turnstone of Tomorrow is a five-year dream come true that was initiated when Turnstone Center’s
Chairman of the Board challenged his team to dream about what they would do with one million
dollars. What transpired was 18 million dollars worth of “projects that would allow more accessibility,
more services for people with disabilities, and make us a premier location in the nation for people with
disabilities,” says Cindy Geisman, Turnstone’s chief operating officer. Through extraordinary donor
and partner support, that dream is coming true. With total project costs of $17.7 million, FWNMRF’s
$8 million of NMTC Allocation was co-invested with $2 million of NMTC Allocation from PNC
Community Partners, Inc. In addition to the tax credit equity, the project was leveraged with over $5.3
million of PNC Bank debt, philanthropic grants, and Project Sponsor funds. “Some people describe
this as the happiest place on earth for people with disabilities,” says Geisman. “Every employee believes it could be any one of us or a family member needing our services. We never lose sight of
the vision.”
“The City of Fort Wayne’s CDE considers Tax Advantage Group an important partner in managing
our NMTC projects. From closing consultation to the day to day compliance activities, we value the
support received from the professionals at TAG.” - Sharon Feasel, Executive Director, Fort Wayne
New Markets Revitalization Fund (FWNMRF)

